Energy transfer studies in binary dye solution mixtures: Acriflavine+Rhodamine 6G and Acriflavine+Rhodamine B.
The effect of acceptor concentration on the energy transfer in Acriflavine (donar) plus Rhodamine 6G (Rh 6G) and Acriflavine plus Rhodamine B (Rh B) binary solution mixtures has been studied. The theoretical calculations are done to determine their lifetimes. Effect of these values on the total transfer efficiency at various acceptor concentrations have been studied to identify the appropriate energy transfer mechanism responsible for photon emissions, enhancement in lasing efficiency and dreading of the tenability of such mixed solutions. The energy transfer rate constants and critical transfer radius (R(0)) are calculated using Stern-Volmer plots and concentration dependence of radiative and non-radiative transfer efficiencies have also been determined. The experimental results indicate that dominant mechanism responsible for the efficient energy transfer in the binary mixtures is of non-radiative kind and is due to long-range dipole-dipole interaction.